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Research shows that
when individuals are
healthy and safe,
they are more able
to thrive
academically,
physically, socially
and emotionally
throughout their lives.

MHS is working with
schools across Missouri
to make this possible for
ALL members of the
school community
every day.

Birds Eye View of Our Session
In this session we will focus on how the WSCC
model can be used as a change agent in your
school! We will examine a few components of the
module and show how these components support
your efforts in action.
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10 WSCC Components
1. Physical education and
physical activity.
2. Nutrition environment and
services.
3. Health education.
4. Social and emotional climate.
5. Physical environment.
6. Health services.
7. Counseling, psychological
and social services.
8. Employee wellness.
9. Community involvement.
10. Family engagement.
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Overview & Purpose
Post it note to me on chart paper!
Class Dates and Overview
➢

What are your expectations of
our time together?

➢

What would you like to learn?

➢

What would you like as an
outcome?
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Our Journey
But ﬁrst………………………………………………………we must truly understand.
What can I do as an individual to my make life better?
● Self care is behavioral change that is NOT easy. It is hard and we often do
NOT want to do what it takes to make the shift. You will begin to make
these changes.
What can I do as an individual to make my team or those around me better?
● You will interview team members or others that surround you for
feedback. You will use this feedback and report for outcomes. These
outcomes will be used for focused communication and change.
What can I do as an individual to make my campus a better place?
● You will use current student, staff, parent surveys as well as other data
(staff attendance, student attendance, discipline, etc.) to gain knowledge of
current reality. You will use this information to create a plan. You will
meet with other leaders for actionable items.
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Beginning with 3 questions: (activity individual then group)
1.

We must radically improve the health and wellbeing of ALL our staﬀ. This includes classiﬁed
and certiﬁed employees in a variety of positions in 10 diﬀerent buildings ranging from PreK-12, What
should we do? Consider, has COVID-19 changed our answer?

2.

What does good health and well-being “look” like? Consider, has COVID-19 changed our
answer?

3.

Make a list of the speciﬁc health and wellness practices that are needed by the greatest number
of ALL staﬀ. If these practices were implemented with great ﬁdelity for all staﬀ, across our
school and community, then you would see GREAT gains.
What are these practices? Consider, has COVID-19 changed our answer?
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WSCC
Thinking about the Link
between Health and
Learning: Employee
Wellness VIDEO
(5 min. Review together-idea shout out!)

Component
Quick Check
CDC
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WSCC Quote
Connection & Your WHY
STOP!
Personal TASK TIME
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Kitchen Table Talk Time
If you know you know….
Please tell the others…………….
NORMS of Kitchen Table Talk in Class

● As an FSD Family: What individual strengths
do we have?
● How is this useful to our end result and how
is this harmful?
● How do we lessen that gap between vision
and current reality of Employee Wellness?
● How do we build trust and connection?
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What is our vision?
“We do not need magic to change the world,
we carry all the power we need inside
ourselves already. We have the power to
imagine better.”
J.K. Rowling
#passionﬁrst
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Let's START with ourselves…….
YOU and your
WHY
Message to
humanity--VIDEO
watch time!

Take 3 minutes of
silence and write down
EVERY thought that
comes to your mind
relative to what the
video stimulated inside
you.
Use your emotion words

Share with table
partners
Find one person who
will collectively share
out your table thoughts
or individual thoughts

Use your heart, brain
and soul for answers
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Then we will uplift our
TEAMS!
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Learning Together--Book
MENU (pick your meal)
◍

Culturize- Jimmy Casas link here

◍

The How of Happiness-Sonja Lyubomirsky link here

◍

The Power of a Teacher-Restoring Hope and
Well-being to Change Lives-Adam Saenz link here

◍

Mindset-Carol S.Dweck link here

◍

School Culture Recharged-Steve Gruenert & Todd
Whitaker link here

◍

Kids Deserve it-Todd Nesloney and Adam Welcome
link here
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SELF REALITY

Cognitive
Reactions

Physical
Reactions

Emotional
reactions

Behavioral or
Social
Reactions

According to the deﬁnition in the article: School Safety and Crisis--Care for the
Caregiver: Tips for Families and Educators give at least 2 reactions you are
currently experiencing. (If none put NA)
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SEEK ANSWERS
Physical
Self-Care

Adequate
Support
Resources

Social Care and
Connection

Emotional
Self-Care

Systems &
Procedural Care
We will create individual care plans
based on individual needs.
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Where will we begin?
Pick at least two to begin (Logs/Diary)
❏
Sleep Diary or Log
❏
Exercise Diary or Log
❏
Gratitude Journal
❏
Food Nutrition Diary
❏
Water intake log
Pick at least 1 to eliminate
Elimination of cell phone in the bedroom while sleeping
Removal of toxic or harmful talk or gossip (rewires the brain to seek or spin on this negativity)
Social Media Elimination for duration of class (start with 3 weeks)
Removal of high intense caffeine products
No excess of alcohol
Pick at least 1 to begin as a habit
Ask for help when struggling (this is not a weakness-shift your perception)
Daily Meditation-awareness
Drink the appropriate amount of water for your weight daily
Exercise or other physical activity of some sort (daily--could be a brisk short walk-20 mins)
Positive socialization and connection with others daily
Daily label negative feelings--what are you actually feeling? Then move to the WHY
Make decisions and do not procrastinate
Give and Receive touch daily (HUG for at least 6 seconds)
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Extra Resources
Why keep a sleep journal
How a sleep diary can help
How to keep a ﬁtness journal
Get moving to manage stress
Beneﬁts of gratitude
Gratitude ﬁndings

Hydration is key
Why water?
Foods that tame stress
Food journals-why?

A CHECK
on current
reality
Let’s Gather Our DATA & Seek to Find More
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Article Reviews
5 Leadership Skills to Thrive In a VUCA World
Five Characteristics of Teacher Leaders
POSITIVE
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Survey Says….
When we model and teach well-being in our classrooms, we are equipping students with well-being skills to improve their current and future lives.

POISE--Rate yourself on the self assessment
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https://www.teacherwise.org/
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People Change Model
STAGES and what they mean
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1. Precontemplation--No intention to change
2. Contemplation--Ambivalent about change and sees
both pro and con to behavior
3. Determination/preparation/decision
making--Brief stage as you resolve ambulance and
decide to make a change
4. Action--You take some action toward resolution of
the problem behavior (or behavior to change)
5. Maintenance--You maintain successful behavior
change typically for 6 months but still are at risk for
relapse
6. Relapse--Resumption of the original behavior.
Relapse is expected
7. Exit/Termination--relapse is highly unlikely and new
lifestyle is stable

Change Plan Worksheet
Using your POISE results-chose an area and ﬁll out commitments on your CHANGE PLAN WORKSHEET
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(Personal Smart Goal)
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Digging in & owning our DATA Feedback
Parent Surveys

Hard copies given at the meeting of
surveys
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● Read alone quickly
● Begin to discuss at table
● From the feedback given answer
the 6 questions then we will report
out in teams

Staff Surveys
1. What do we do well?
2. What concerns exist from the
feedback
3. List any surprises that popped
out at you
4. List any results/comments which
cause you to want more
information?
5. List any solutions (whether quick
ﬁx or long term) for concerns
6. Suggested next steps
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Closing Technique
Consider your path to becoming an educator

1
2
3
4
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Think back to the experiences that come to
mind when you think about your ed. prep
Use all your senses as you recall the sights,
smells and sounds of those moments.
Recall how your body felt and what emotions
you felt during those experiences.
Consider what you want to take from
educators from your past, and how you want
to make schooling better for students with
your unique talents.
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What impact do you most wish to have on
your students?

7

What do you hope students will remember
about you?
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Set an intention for the next 2 weeks, an
attitude you want to bring to your work as
an educator, something that will enhance
and magnify your impact on your students.
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Experience this attitude, the emotions it
may evoke in you, any sensation in your
body. Each day remind yourself of this of
this intention.

Teacher Leadership:
Employee Wellness
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Did you know?
IT is OKAY to……………..

Focus on yourself
And I mean it...........Focus on yourself
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Why and how do we measure school
climate?
School climate measures can help educators, parents, and the community to:
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● Understand student, staff, and parent perceptions of climate in their schools
● Set appropriate goals for improving student behavior and student-staff
relationships while monitoring ongoing progress
● Identify and adapt to changing student, staff, and parent needs and priorities
● Make data-driven decisions about programs and practices that could improve
school climate

Digging into our DATA
Data Sources to USE
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Parent Surveys
Student Surveys
Observations
Attendance
Interviews
Other

What do I know about
DBDM
DBDM 101
Page 17-21 recap

CHECK LIST
GATHER
ANALYZE
INTENTIONALLY
ACT and ANALYZE
Again
NOTICE and ADJUST
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SMART Goal
CREATION

Create SYSTEMIC
cycle
TAKE NOTE pg. 24 of
DBDM

ACTION PLAN
Sample

Plan: Intentional
OUTCOMES
FSD SAMPLE ACTION PLAN
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Template FSD ACTION PLAN
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Teacher Leadership:
Employee Wellness
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Book Groups
The power of a
teacher
Lisa Clary
Jennifer Aholt
Megan Wilkins
Debbie Beavers
Krista White
Kristi Scott
Casey Burch
Amy
Pullen Teresa
Chivers

The how of
happiness
Charity Vaeth
Maggie Kehoe

Kids Deserve it
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Kristen Hermann
Amy Gerstner
Heather Redmond
Mistie Thomas
Rhonda Klug
Rachel Armstrong
Kyleigh Allen Haley
Baker Shelby
Marler Regina
Schwartz Kristee
Bloom
Katie Eaves
Brooke Johnson
Ashley Whited
Heather Heineman
Audra Redmond

Culturize
Callie Middleton
Sara Bays
Missy Tisher
Kelsey Koppeis
Karissa Belﬁed

Mindset
Miranda D’Angelo

BOOK Sharing and Learning
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
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6.

What lessons did you learn from your chosen
book--personal (at least 3 main points of
summary)
Why others from your campus should read this
book from your perspective--personal
What you want your campus to know about this
book related to being a change agent--personal
How does this book lend itself to the idea of
supporting employee wellness and supporting
individuals as well as the greater good
What ideas from your book would you like to
share with your principal to implement
How could this unfold on your campus?

YOur Particular plate
plate noun
\ ˈplāt \

Deﬁnition of plate

Schedule of matters to
deal with…..
“I have a lot on my
plate right now.”
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IDentify
items of
stress on
your plate

“Can it come off your plate”
Use your inventories to identify 2 or 3 priority
stressors, identify WHY they are a stressor
and how you respond to the stressor.
(physical, emotional reaction etc.)

Identify whether or not this stressor can be
eliminated or reduced.
Continue until you can identify elimination
or reduction.

What does your
STress data
speak?

● Pullis Stress Inventory (page 28-29)
● Reﬂection on patterns you noted in
your behaviors (page 30)
● Stress symptoms checklist (page 31)
● Reﬂection on your stress symptoms
(page 32)
● Identiﬁcation of positive ways of
working through stress (page 33)
● Reﬂection on the positives (page 34)
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Activity
1. Using your PUllis inventory and the exact
words from page 28/29
● List 3-5 top sources of stress
2. use pg. 30 to support discussion in patterns
3. Be ready to identify and process stressors
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Occupational
Stressor

Example:
Missing
meetings

Source of Stress
(self identified)

Management of Time

Specific actions
contributing to the
Stressor

Calendar Organization
Accountability
Lack of Communication
Lack of Reminders

What is your
response to the
stressor (emotion and
physical)

Anger
Frustration
Anxiety
Shame
Embarrassment

Can the Source be
eliminated

Person or
Team Who
can Support

If no elimination
can occur, can the
stressor be
reduced?

Time can not be
generated and the
meetings can not be
eliminated, however the
way I manage and
organize my daily events
can eliminate much of
my stress

Me
Katie Davitz
Schea Winch

Yes, with a meeting
on communication
and outlining
accountability and
responsibility the
stress can be
reduced

Comments

By ignoring the issue or
simply recognizing the issue
(WITHOUT a plan) a
recurring pattern occurred. I
may have been able to
eliminate this by
communicating and creating
a plan for follow up the first
time it happened. I could
have outlined in a team
meeting effective
communication and fixed
holes.
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What comes off your plate activity
Quickly Report Out:

Quickly Report Out:

Items

HOW could this be used to process
with other staff members on your
campus?

Patterns
Solutions
What you learned

HOW can you be involved in such an
activity?
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Read pages 165-202 on your own
From the homework
article bundles
●

Occupational well-being
managing my workplace

●

Emotions

As a building team or individually complete and hand in:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pg: 169
Pg: 171-172
Pg: 175
Pg: 186-187 (190)
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Additional reading that will support your building action plans--pgs. 45-89

Campus ACtion plan
Refer back to slides 28 & 29

Sample

Plan: Intentional
OUTCOMES
FSD SAMPLE ACTION PLAN
Template FSD ACTION PLAN
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Noteworthy
WSCC components give you a structured support system in
which to rely on
Combining guidance of the WSCC model, 5 tenants and utilizing
your SHI will provide actionable tasks connected to evidence
based practices
The WSCC model will keep you grounded with consistent
messages of how to utilize what you have in a team approach
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